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Abstract:
This paper presents an incremental, inductive learning approach to query-byexamples for information retrieval (IR) and database management systems
(DBMS). After briefly reviewing conventional information retrieval
techniques and the prevailing database query paradigms, we introduce the
ID5R algorithm, previously developed by Utgoff, for ``intelligent'' and
system-supported query processing.
We describe in detail how we adapted the ID5R algorithm for IR/DBMS
applications and we present two examples, one for IR applications and the
other for DBMS applications, to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.
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Using a larger test collection of about 1000 document records from the
COMPEN CD-ROM computing literature database and using recall as a
performance measure, our experiment showed that the incremental ID5R
performed significantly better than a batch inductive learning algorithm
(called ID3) which we developed earlier. Both algorithms, however, were
robust and efficient in helping users develop abstract queries from examples.
We believe this research has shed light on the feasibility and the novel
characteristics of a new query paradigm, namely, inductive query-byexamples (IQBE). Directions of our current research are summarized at the
end of the paper.

Introduction
It has been estimated that the amount of information in the world doubles
every 20 months. The number of online databases, in particular, and the
amounts of the information reside in them have increased even more
dramatically in recent years. The process required to retrieve relevant
information from large-scale databases has become problematic and
cognitively-demanding [10] [8]. This situation is particularly evident in
textual retrieval systems and commercial databases, which are widely used in
libraries and bibliographic databases (e.g., books and articles), in the business
world (e.g., personnel files, newsletters, and electronic data interchanges), and
in scientific applications (e.g., electronic community systems and scientific
databases). Only users with extensive subject knowledge, system knowledge,
and classification scheme knowledge [9] are able to maneuver and explore in
these databases.
Most current information retrieval systems still rely on inverted index and
Boolean query techniques, which have obvious disadvantages. One main
drawback is that these techniques depend on the users' ability to articulate
their needs with precise query syntax. For example, many searchers have
difficulties formulating complex Boolean queries. In commercial DBMSs,
despite of the availability of high-level declarative relational query languages
[16], queries still need to be formulated in precise commands. That is, users
need to be able to know exactly what they want and be able to formulate their
queries in terms of exact values for the tables, attributes, etc.
However, according to past research, users often do not have ``queries,'' but
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what Belkin calls an ``anomalous state of knowledge'' [2] [3]. Users often
expect to refine this anomalous state into a query through an interactive
process. They may not be able to articulate precisely what they want, but they
often have little trouble in recognizing instances of the information they
desire. Because it is easier for searchers to identify precise records or
documents, instead of stating their needs in abstract and conceptual queries,
the relevance feedback process of information search has been shown to be
effective and less cognitively-demanding [31].
In this research we have proposed a novel approach to implementing
relevance feedback in IR/DBMS, called Inductive Query by Example (IQBE).
Ground on symbolic AI-based machine learning research, this new query
paradigm allows users to identify a few records of interest to them and then to
use the underlying common characteristics of these records (e.g., keywords,
attribute values, etc.) to formulate high-level, abstract queries. This interactive
process of relevance feedback from users and inductive learning by the system
can help form an intelligent and fruitful human-system partnership in database
queries.
Given that database query is by nature a classification problem, all records can
be classified as belonging to either a positive class (desired records) or a
negative class (undesired records). Quinlan's ID3 decision-tree building
algorithm [27] [28] and Utgoff's ID5R algorithm (an incremental version of
ID3) [33] are particularly suitable for solving such classification problems.
Based on our past experience of adopting ID3 in IR [14], this research
examined the feasibility and usefulness of adopting an incremental ID5R for
IR/DBMS applications.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the
prevailing IR/DBMS query techniques and the inductive learning paradigm.
Section 3 introduces the IQBE algorithm, mainly based on Quinlan's ID3 and
Utgoff's ID5R, Section 4 provides two sample sessions of adopting the IQBE
approach in IR and DBMS, respectively. A large-scale evaluation of the
performance of this technique using a 1000-document database is shown in
Section 5. In Section 6, we present conclusions and suggest future directions.

Literature Review
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Information Retrieval (IR) and Database
Management Systems (DBMS) Query
Techniques
Most commercial information retrieval systems still rely on conventional
inverted index and Boolean querying techniques. Even full-text retrieval
produced less than satisfactory results [4]. In the past few decades,
probabilistic retrieval techniques have been used to improve the retrieval
performance of information retrieval systems [26] [7]. The approach is based
on two main parameters, the probability of relevance and the probability of
irrelevance of a document. Despite various extensions, probabilistic
methodology still requires the independence assumption for terms and it
suffers from the difficulty of estimating term-occurrence parameters correctly
[31] [22].
Since the late 1980s, knowledge-based techniques have been used extensively
by information science researchers. These techniques have attempted to
capture searchers' and information specialists' domain knowledge and
classification scheme knowledge, effective search strategies, query refinement
heuristics, and natural language processing capabilities in document retrieval
systems design [10]. Despite their usefulness, systems of this type are
considered performance systems [32] - they only perform what they were
programmed to do (i.e., they are without learning ability).
Another major drawback of conventional IR query languages is that these
languages require searchers to state precisely what they want. Searchers need
to be able to express their needs in terms of precise queries (either in Boolean
form or natural languages). As stated earlier, searchers' lack of knowledge in
the search domain (anomalous state of knowledge) often precludes their using
precise query syntax. To remedy this, many IR systems provide facilities for
relevance feedback, with which searchers can identify documents of interest
to them. IR systems can then use the keywords assigned to these desired
documents to find other potentially relevant documents - a simple keyword
matching process [31]. The IR systems made no attempt to distinguish among
the attributes of the desired documents for their relative importance to the
searchers' needs. We believe that the ability for a system to ``learn'' from its
searchers' relevance feedback is the key to designing truly adaptive and
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intelligent information retrieval systems.
In database management systems, user-friendly query languages were only
available after the introduction of relational databases in the 1970s [16].
Currently, user-driven DBMS query languages can be classified as: (1) a
command-driven language, (2) a menu (or form) based interface, and (3) a
natural language interface.
Declarative command languages such as SQL and QUEL are similar to the
Boolean queries in conventional IR in that precise syntax and well-articulated
needs are required of the users. However, the syntax of such relational query
languages are much like English and generally easy to learn. With some
minimal training, most searchers can use these languages easily (if they know
exactly what they want from the databases).
Many relational DBMSs provide menu or form based interfaces, which do not
require users to issue explicit commands such as
SELECT..FROM...WHERE..., The interface is operated by choosing items
from a menu or filling in items on a form, e.g., ``query-by-form" (QBF). By
calling up a form on the screen and filling in the desired attribute values, a
user can use that form to formulate simple queries concerning a particular
table. Such menu-driven interface requires even less training of the users, but
they still need to have a clear idea of what they want. Similar to the NLP
effort in IR [18], researchers in DBMS have explored various designs for
natural language queries in DBMS. For example, Codd's Rendezvous System
[15] used a lexicon to convert natural language queries into relational calculus
with a predefined set of phrase transformation rules. Harris's INTELLECT
system [23], now available commercially, searches a database to discover the
user's intended meaning by using grammar rules of English syntax.
Requirements for developing NLP query front-end were proposed in [34]
[24]. Natural language processing systems typically suffer from heavy
processing overhead and require a database-specific lexicon and grammatical
rules. As a result, users may not be aware of how the system actually
interprets a query and the system has no way of predicting exactly what the
user may want [20].
Despite the popularity of the inverted index based information retrieval
systems and the relational DBMSs, these systems only perform a keywordmatching function and require users to articulate their needs clearly and
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precisely. We believe a more ``intelligent'' and proactive database system
should be able to ``learn'' from a user's query session, and especially to
perform some inductive reasoning based the desired and undesired records
(and the associated attributes of those records) identified by the users. Such a
novel query paradigm, which we refer to as the Inductive Query by Examples
(IQBE) approach, requires equipping the database systems with an inductive
learning component. We present an overview of inductive learning techniques
below.

Inductive Learning for IR/DBMS
The symbolic machine learning techniques, the resurgent neural networks
approach, and evolution-based genetic algorithms provide drastically different
methods for inductive learning. These techniques, which are diverse in their
origins and behaviors, have shown unique capabilities for analyzing large
amounts of data and identifying patterns and behaviors. In symbolic machine
learning, knowledge is presented in the form of symbolic descriptions of the
learned concepts. One of the most promising symbolic machine algorithms is
Quinlan's ID3, which is a decision-tree building algorithm based on the
entropy concept [27] [28]. ID5R, a variant of ID3, is an efficient algorithm for
incremental learning [33]. In connectionist learning, knowledge is learned and
remembered by a network of interconnected neurons, weighted synapses, and
threshold logic units [25] [26]. One of the most popular algorithms in this
class is the Backpropagation network developed by Rumelhart and
McClelland [30]. During the past decade there has been a growing interest in
algorithms which rely on analogies to natural processes and Darwinian
survival of the fittest. The emergence of massively parallel computers made
these algorithms of practical interest. The best known algorithm in this class is
probably the classifier system proposed by Holland [6], which represents
knowledge in terms of parallel, interconnected production rules.
These very different techniques have been found to achieve similar
performances for various engineering, business, and biomedical applications.
However, ID3 and ID5R have been recognized to be simple, easy to
understand, and fast. Neural networks and genetic algorithms, on the other
hand, require significant amounts of computation but can be implemented
elegantly in parallel machines. Neural networks also exhibit excellent noiseresistant and fault-tolerant capabilities [35] [21].
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The learning algorithms cited above have drawn attention from researchers in
information science, computer science, and MIS. Neural network computing,
in particular, seems to fit well with conventional retrieval models such as the
vector space model and the probabilistic models [26]. In [19], Doszkocs et al.
provided an excellent overview of the use of connectionist models in
information retrieval. In contrast to more conventional information processing
models, connectionist models are ``self- processing" in that no external
program operates on the network: the network literally processes itself, with
``intelligent behavior" emerging from local interactions that occur
concurrently between the numerous network nodes through their synaptic
connections. By taking a broader definition of connectionist models, these
authors were able to discuss the well-known vector space model, cosine
measures of similarity, and automatic clustering and thesaurus in the context
of network representation.
The work of Belew is probably the earliest connectionist model adopted in IR.
In AIR [1], he developed a three-layer neural network of authors, index terms,
and documents. The system used relevance feedback from its users to change
its representation of authors, index terms, and documents over time. Based on
the network representation, spreading activation methods such as constrained
spreading activation adopted in GRANT [17] and the branch-and-bound
algorithm adopted in METACAT [10] can be considered as variants of
connectionist activation.
Chen et al. [12] [13] [] reported a series of experiments and system
developments which generated an automatically-created weighted network of
keywords from large textual databases and integrated it with several existing
man-made thesauri (e.g., LCSH). Instead of using a three-layer design, Chen's
systems developed a single-layer, interconnected, weighted/labelled network
of keywords (concepts) for ``concept-based'' information retrieval. A
blackboard-based design which supported browsing and automatic concept
exploration using the Hopfield neural network's parallel relaxation method
was adopted to facilitate the usage of several thesauri [13]. In [] the
performance of a branch-and-bound serial search algorithm was compared
with that of the parallel Hopfield network activation in a hybrid neuralsemantic network (one neural network and two semantic networks). Both
methods achieved similar performance, but the Hopfield activation method
appeared to activate concepts from different networks more evenly. Despite
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the popularity of using neural networks for information retrieval, we see only
limited use of other inductive learning techniques.
In [22], Gordon presented a genetic algorithm based approach for document
indexing. Computing document descriptions (keywords) are associated with a
document and altered over time by using genetic mutation and crossover
operators. In [11], we developed a GA-NN hybrid system, called GANNET,
for IR. The system performed concept optimization for user-selected
documents using the genetic algorithms. It then used the optimized concepts
to perform concept exploration in a large network of related concepts through
the Hopfield net parallel relaxation procedure.
In [5], the researchers used discriminant analysis and a simple symbolic
learning technique for document classification. Their symbolic learning
process simply represented the numeric classification results in terms of IFTHEN rules. In [14], we adopted an ID3 decision-tree building algorithm for
information retrieval. The ID3 algorithm was able to help construct
conceptual queries by analyzing sample documents identified by the
searchers. In this project we adapted ID5R for inductive query by examples in
IR/DBMS. ID5R was chosen because of its natural and comprehensible
representation (i.e., decision trees or production rules), its efficient (fast) realtime performance, and its incremental learning capability. More details will be
discussed in the next section.

ID5R for Inductive Query by
Examples
In this section, we describe in detail the ID3 and ID5R algorithms and our
modifications to them.
ID3 is a decision-tree building algorithm developed by Quinlan [27] [28]. It
adopts a divide-and-conquer strategy for object classification. Its goal is to
classify mixed objects into their associated classes based the objects' attribute
values. In a decision tree, one can classify a node as:
z
z

a leaf node that contains a class name, or
a non-leaf node (or decision node) that contains an attribute test.
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Each training instance or object is represented as a list of attribute-value pairs,
which constitutes a conjunctive description of that instance. The instance is
labeled with the name of the class to which it belongs. Using the divide-andconquer strategy, ID3 picks an attribute and uses it to classify the list of
objects based on their values associated with this attribute. The subclasses
which are created by this division procedure are then further divided by
picking other attributes. This process continues until each subclass produced
only contains a single type of objects. In order to produce the simplest
decision tree (a minimal tree) for classification purpose, ID3 adopts an
information-theoretic approach which aims at minimizing the expected
number of tests to classify an object. An entropy (a measure of uncertainty)
concept is used to help decide which attribute should be selected first. In
general, an attribute which can help put objects in their proper classes tends to
reduce more entropy and thus should be selected as a test node. Interested
readers are referred to [29] for an up-to-date description of the basic ID3
algorithm and its variants.
Considered as the incremental version of the ID3 algorithm, ID5R, developed
by Utgoff [33], is guaranteed to build the same decision tree as ID3 for a
given set of training instances [29]. In ID5R, a non-leaf node contains an
attribute test (same as in ID3) and a set of other non-test attributes, each with
the object counts for the possible values of the attribute. This additional nontest attribute and object count information at each no-leaf node allows ID5R to
update a decision tree without rebuilding the entire tree. During the tree rebuilding process, an old test node may be replaced by a new attribute or
swapped to other positions in the tree. As in ID3, the tree building process
requires much less computation and time than other inductive learning
methods, including neural networks and genetic algorithms. The algorithmic
detail for the original ID5R can be found in [33].
Both ID3 and ID5R assume a universe of objects that need to be classified
into a set of disjoint classes. Both also assume that the objects are described
by a set of attributes, each of which may have a small range of values (discrete
or continuous) that uniquely classify each object of the universe as belonging
to one of the disjoint classes. Based on these assumptions, we adapted the
algorithms for the unique characteristics of the IR/DBMS environment.
z

Positive and negative classes: In IR/DBMS, we can assume that there
exists a database (universe) of records (documents, tables, etc.) Records
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are described by attributes (keywords, primary keys, fields). Each record
in the database then belongs to only one of two possible classes:
{

the ``positive" class (+): consisting of records that are desired; and

{

the ``negative" class (-): consisting of records that are undesired.

Different database users may desire different sets of documents due to
their unique information needs and the set of documents desired by one
user often constitutes only a small portion of the entire database.
Enabling the system to identify this small set of positive documents is
therefore a challenging task.
In [14], we adopted an ID3 algorithm for adaptive IR. In the
implementation, we maintained a list of all the keywords that existed in
the desired documents and used this list to decide what attributes were
crucial to describing documents in the positive class. The test at each
non-leaf node of the decision tree determined the presence or absence of
a particular keyword: ``yes,'' meant that the test keyword existed in a
document and "no," meant that the keyword did not exist in a document.
Thus, ID3 created a binary classification tree.
z

Relevance feedback: In order to create a robust and real-time inductive
learning system, a relevance feedback scheme was introduced into our
system. Since, although the proposed inductive learning algorithms
require users to provide examples to confirm their interests, it is
inconceivable that users will be able to browse the entire database to
identify such instances. An incremental, interactive feedback process
therefore was designed to allow users to examine a few documents at a
time. In essence, our ID5R algorithm was implemented such that it
provided a few suggested documents based on the documents initially
provided by the users after examining a small portion of the database.
When a predetermined number of desired documents had been found (say
3, in our current implementation), the system presented these documents
to the user immediately for evaluation (as desired or undesired). This
iterative system-induction and user-feedback process continued until the
users decided to stop or the complete database had been traversed.
During the relevance feedback process, the newly confirmed documents,
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either desired or undesired, can be used by ID5R to update the decision
tree it previously constructed. When more examples are provided by the
users and when the database is more exhaustively searched, ID5R can
significantly improve its classification accuracy and search performance.
We developed the two algorithms (ID3 and ID5R) and a simple interface
in C language. Our prototype system is called the IQBE for Interactive
Query by Examples. The system can be run on 386/486 personal
computers or UNIX work stations such as DECstation 5000/120.

Two Examples
We present two examples to show how the system works. The first is a sample
session for literature search (with document id and keywords). The second
example is a DBMS application (i.e., tabular format, multiple fields).

An Information Retrieval Example
We developed a small text literature database of 60 records. For evaluation
purposes, we were able to manually select a small set of target desired
documents (i.e., 8 documents in the areas of information retrieval and
keywording). The goal of the experiment was to present a few documents at a
time to our IQBE system and see whether the system would be able to identify
this target of documents after the iterative relevance feedback process. The
performance of our ID5R-based system was also compared with that of the
more conventional ID3 algorithm, which used only an initial set of desired
documents. Sample entries in the literature database are shown below, where
the first column represents the document number, and the remaining columns
represent different numbers of (2-5) keywords associated with the document.

... ...
010 generic, keyword, reference
013 modeling, thesaurus, terrorism
014 modeling, simulation, thesaurus, terrorism
018 keyword, thesaurus
021 ID3, AI, NN
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022 file, keyword
023 hierarchy, interface, index
030 carat, AI, expert, keyword, thesaurus
031 AI, protocol, thesaurus
048 keyword, retrieval
049 cross-reference, remote use, redundancy
050 expectations, market, maintenance, quel, interface
... ...
107 IT, computerized, MIS
149 database, query, keyword
152 sort, indexing, merge, keyword
177 country, code, keyword, ISO
Initially the user was able to identify the following documents as desired (+)
or undesired (-), respectively (documents which the user had seen before):

006 thesaurus, remote use, keyword (+)
008 retrieval, interface (+)
083 syntax checking, remote use, test, user (-)
084 interface, protocol, standardization (-)
Providing negative documents was optional. If a user could not think of an
example of a document which is undesired, the system by default
automatically generated one negative document which contained no keyword
identical to any that was present in the desired set. The initial positive
keyword list then consisted of all keywords from desired documents, i.e.,
thesaurus, remote use, keyword, retrieval, interface (in that order). Therefore
the set of initial training instances can be represented as:

. Initial Training Instances
y y y n n (+)
n n n y y (+)
n y n n n (-)
n n n n y (-)
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.
If a document contained a particular keyword in the keyword list, its attribute
value was labeled `y' (`yes'), otherwise the value was `n' (`no'). Based on the
set of training instances, ID3 constructed the decision tree shown in Figure 1.
In the figure, [x,y] means x instances were in the negative class and y
instances were in the positive class. The decision tree in Figure 1 can be
represented as production rules: (1) IF a document has ``thesaurus'' as a
keyword THEN it is desired (one +, the rightmost branch); (2) IF a document
does not have ``thesaurus'' as a keyword, but has ``retrieval'' THEN it is also a
desired document (one +, the middle branch); (3) IF a document does not have
``thesaurus'' or ``retrieval'' as a keyword THEN it is an undesired document
(two -, the leftmost branch).

Figure 1: Initial tree created for an IR example

Based on this decision tree, the system searched the database for similar
documents and identified three more documents as presented below:
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013 modeling, thesaurus, terrorism (+)
014 modeling, simulation, thesaurus, terrorism (+)
018 keyword, thesaurus (+)
These documents were then presented to the user, who provided feedback as
to whether or not they were desired. If the user confirmed that document 018
was desired but rejected documents 013 and 014, ID5R used the new
(contradictory) evidence to update its current tree. The new training instances
for ID5R were:

.New Training Instances
y n n n n (-)
y n n n n (-)
y n y n n (+)
The system produced a new tree as shown in Figure 2. This new tree looks
different from the original one and can be summarized as the following rules:
(1) IF a document has ``keyword'' as a keyword THEN it is desired (two +, the
rightmost branch); (2) IF a document does not have ``keyword'' as a keyword,
but has ``retrieval'' THEN it is also a desired document (one +, the middle
branch); (3) IF a document does not have ``keyword'' or ``retrieval'' as a
keyword THEN it is an undesired document (four -, the leftmost branch). The
whole process was repeated until the entire database was traversed. For this
particular example, the final decision tree was the same as the one shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Updated tree after relevance feedback
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In order to determine how ID5R performed during the user relevance
feedback process we examined its recall at each point of relevance feedback
and compared its performance with that of ID3. ID3 only used the initial
document feedback from the users to construct a decision tree and used the
tree to search the entire database. ID5R, on the other hand, collected new
evidence during each iteration and updated its trees accordingly. The recall
measure is defined as:

As shown in Figure 3, ID5R took advantage of the new training instances and
significantly improved it recall ratio to about 92% after 7 iterations. ID3, on
the other, was not able to improve its recall performance even after the
algorithm searched the entire database. Its eventual recall level was at 31%.
(At each interaction point, ID5R searched only a portion of the entire
database. ID3 did not have any interaction with its users and its performance
at each interaction point was computed based on the same documents visited
by ID5R.)
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Figure 3: IR performance comparison: ID3 vs. ID5R

A Database Management System Example
We show a relational DBMS application as a second example. We constructed
a sample expertise database containing information about 30 employees. Each
record was stored as a tuple and consisted of a unique primary key (employee
name), one department field, and three expertise fields. Part of the this
employee expertise table is shown below.

Aaron

MIS

NN

C_language

ID3

Abbot

MIS

semantic_net

C_language

NN

Alvin

ADM english

typing

chinese
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Amanda MIS

Pascal

C_language

cobol

Andrew FIN

management

investment

real_estate

management

accounting

Barbara ACCT accounting

finance

chinese

Bind

MIS

X_window

C_language

Ben

MKT simulation

statistic

C_language

Bob

MIS

NN

Pascal

Unix

Carol

MIS

NN

scheduling

Unix

simulation

modeling

scheduing

Betty

ACCT taxation
NN

...
Hamam OM
Hoover

ENGR software_engineering OO_programming database

Harrison MIS

online_processing

CICS

IR

Lucas

operation_research

NN

data_structure

OM

A possible scenario for this case might arise when a manager wishes to recruit
employees for a project team and is looking for employees with expertise
similar to that of a few employees whose skills he already knew. The manager
could initiate our IQBE system by providing a list of these ``example
employees" and request the system to find similar employees. In this case, he
decided that Linda and Lyn were desired employees (+), but not Bill nor Gary
(-). When no expertise field was given it was indicated as nil.

Linda MIS

C_language NN

GA

(+)

nil

(+)

X_window Cobol nil

(-)

Lyn

ENGR X_window ID3

Bill

MIS

Gary ENGR simulation

Cobol Unix (-)
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The test attributes for these instances included: MIS, C_language, NN, GA,
ENGR, X_window, and ID3. The system constructed the initial decision tree
shown in Figure 4. This decision tree can be represented as production rules:
(1) IF an employee has ``C_language'' as an expertise filed THEN he/she is
desired (one +, the rightmost branch); (2) IF an employee does not have
``C_language'' as an expertise, but has ``ID3'' THEN he/she is also a desired
employee (one +, the middle branch); (3) IF an employee does not have
``C_language'' or ``ID3'' as expertise THEN he is an undesired employee (two
-, the leftmost branch). Using this result, the system generated three desired
employees: Aaron, Abbot, and Amanda. Their employee records were then
presented to the manager, who confirmed that Aaron and Abbot were indeed
desired but not Amanda (shown below).

Figure 4: Initial tree created for a DBMS example

Aaron

MIS NN

C_language ID3

(+)

Abbot

MIS semantic_network C_language NN

(+)
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C_language Cobol (-)

The system then updated the tree to the new tree shown in Figure 5. The
system-induction and user-feedback process continued until the whole
database was traversed. ID5R's recall performance at each interaction point
and the performance of ID3 are shown in Figure 6. ID5R was able to reach
100% recall level, but ID3 was able to reach only 50% level.

Figure 5: Updated tree after relevance feedback

Figure 6: DBMS performance comparison: ID3 vs. ID5R
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System Testing
We developed a test database of about 1000 documents from the 1992
COMPEN CD-ROM collection of computing literature. We then identified 10
research topics, each of which had between five and 20 relevant documents in
the database (manually identified). The testing was conducted by comparing
the recall of the ID3 algorithm and that of the ID5R incremental approach
using the 10 research topics. The experimental process was similar to that in
the two ID/DBMS examples described earlier. However, due to the size of the
test collection, identifying a small set of desired records from a large database
posed a more difficult challenge to the IQBE system.
ID5R and ID3 achieved the same levels of performance for five of the ten
topics. This was because the initial documents presented had very precise
keywords assigned to them. New instances provided during relevance
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feedback were consistent with the initial documents. For the other five topics,
ID5R's performance increased gradually until it reached about 93%. ID3, on
the other hand, was able to reach 74%. These research topics tended to have
more diverse keywords in the initial documents provided. The average
performance for the ten test cases are shown in Figure 7.
In conclusion, both inductive learning techniques worked surprisingly well
even for this large collection of records. However, ID5R's incremental
learning and relevance feedback characteristics made it even more robust and
appealing for large-scale, real-time IR/DBMS applications.

Figure 7: Average performance comparison: ID3 vs. ID5R

Conclusions and Discussion
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Information retrieval and database management systems research has been
advancing very quickly over the past few decades. Researchers have
experimented with techniques ranging from probabilistic models (in IR),
relational databases and object-oriented databases (in DBMS) to the
knowledge-based approach and recent machine learning techniques. At each
stage, significant insights regarding how to design more useful and
``intelligent" information systems have been gained.
In this research we first conducted a brief review of the conventional and the
query-by-examples techniques used in IR and DBMS. The problem with the
conventional techniques has been that users of such systems need to be able to
articulate their needs clearly and be able to represent such needs in precise
query syntax. The systems play no role in helping users refine their queries or
``learn'' from the users' relevance feedback.
Quinlan's ID3 and Utgoff's ID5R were selected from among the various
learning paradigms to help perform ``Inductive Query by Examples'' (IQBE)
for IR and DBMS applications. Both techniques induced simple,
understandable decision trees based on sample instances of desired and
undesired records. ID5R was particularly appealing for its incremental
learning capability and interactive relevance feedback. Our initial experiment
revealed that ID5R out-performed ID3 in most test cases. Both techniques
were robust and efficient in creating conceptual queries (similar to production
rules) based on sample documents. We believe this research has shed light on
the usefulness of adopting a symbolic, inductive learning paradigm for
``intelligent'' IR/DBMS systems.
For future research, we plan to experiment with using our algorithms on some
large-scale real-life bibliographic databases and operational DBMS
applications (e.g., Student Information Databases in the University of
Arizona). The need to identify a small fraction of the records in a large
database presents a more difficult but yet realistic challenge for our
algorithms. Another extension will involve using the decision tree created
from the current session for future sessions. In essence, the system should
``learn'' across different sessions with a specific user. After repeated uses, an
``intelligent'' information system will be able to customize its interaction and
suggestions for each user. However, extensive design effort is still required to
achieve this long-term goal of developing truly ``adaptive'' information
system.
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